The Effect of Rookie Age and College Experience on Major League Baseball Career Performance (1985-2010)

Introduction

Does going to college have an impact on a baseball player’s future career performance in the big leagues? Is it worth calling up a player at a younger age so that they can gain experience at the sport’s highest level? The answers to these questions could affect managers’ decisions about who to draft and when to bring them up to the Show.

Front offices are always confronted with the question of whether their team is better off by drafting players with college experience or drafting players with high upside coming straight out of high school. Excellent players will always have excellent stats in high school, but that cannot be used as a direct correlation with their performance at the professional level. Players that have proven themselves in college as well as high school are more likely to maintain their level of play considering they have played against tougher competition. However, players drafted out of high school are younger and therefore will be exposed to baseball’s elite for a longer period of time before hitting their prime.

Procedure

In this project, we analyzed 1st round draft data from the MLB June Amateur Draft for the years 1985-2010 and correlated their career Wins Above Replacement (WAR) to both college experience (whether they were drafted straight out of high school or from a 4-year college) and age at MLB debut, and number of years in the majors. We got these statistics from baseball-reference.com. We graphed several variables with regards to player average WAR, player age, and player debut date to try and calculate the value of a player given their age and experience. Given the vast wealth of different statistics in the data, we decided to compare these different metrics using linear regression.

Results
The trend lines in Figure 1 show little difference in drafting a high school pitcher or a pitcher from a 4-year university over their career. The marginal difference is that college draftees seem to improve more as time progresses while high school draftees start off better. Their career performances eventually converge to similar values. The speculation is that players are drafted out of high school because they have more natural talent, while college players are better coached and therefore are able to improve more. The obvious trend that a player improves as he spends time in the majors is present in the data.

The common trend in Figure 2 is that players, regardless of where they were drafted from, tend to perform worse on average over their career if they are debuted at an older age. The trend line slopes show that the average career performance of a college draftee degrades less with age. This would suggest that older prospects in the minor leagues have marginally more promise if they played college ball.

Figure 3 shows the trend that hitters perform worse than pitchers but improve more rapidly and are able to contribute much more to a team over their career than pitchers. It also shows that the crossing point where
college players begin to perform better to be earlier in a hitter’s career. This would suggest that when considering trades, one might value an older player more if he was drafted out of college because there is marginally more promise.

Figure 4. Hitter Average WAR vs. Age at MLB Debut

Hitter performance degradation with age before debut seems to be more significant for college draftees. Despite this trend, both Figure 2 and Figure 4 show better performance for college players across all reasonable debut dates. This is contrary to the result one finds when comparing the average WAR between high school and college draftees. The average of the average WAR of high school players is higher for both pitchers and hitters. An explanation for these differing results is that the trend lines are fit using least squares regression, which is affected by the variance. The variance is higher with college players.

Figure 5. Pitcher Average WAR vs. Age at MLB Debut and Years Since Debut (Regression)

Figure 6. Hitter Average WAR vs. Age at MLB Debut and Years Since Debut (Regression)
Figures 5 and 6 are least square regressions done with average WAR as the dependent variable and age at the time of MLB debut and years since debut as the independent variables. The regression for each combination of HS/4YR and Pitcher/Hitter which resulted in 4 regressions of the form $\alpha_i + \beta_{i,1} x_{i,1} + \beta_{i,2} x_{i,2}$. By looking at the graphs for pitchers, it does not seem that there is much of a difference at all with regard to being drafted out of high school or college (although the high school regression did not end up having a p value less than .05). One will notice that the axes are different due to the fact that college players cannot debut earlier than a certain age given their aging while in college. The graph’s similarities exist because this taken into account. The regression does show a large difference for between high school and college hitter draftees. Hitters out of high school start out much stronger if debuted early but only marginally improve after debut. Hitters out of college start out slower than high school draftees, but make up for it in career improvement and eventually close the gap and surpass high school draftees. Both college and high school draftees perform worse the older they are when they debut, but the degradation with age is much higher for high school draftees suggesting a possible quick return when drafting high school hitters but risky with a poor downside.

Figure 7. Pitcher Average WAR vs. Time in Minors

Figure 7 shows that on average, for both pitchers drafted out of high school and out of college, their average value decreased with the more time they spent in the minor leagues. This trend adds to the previous idea of diminishing returns on older players that have been in the minors for too long.
Figure 8. Pitcher Average WAR vs. Draft Position

As expected, pitcher average WAR is negatively correlated with draft position (the draftee’s overall pick number in the first round of the draft for year x) in Figure 8. While both high-school and college players drafted later in the first round tend to have lower productivity in terms of WAR, the intersection of the trend lines is noteworthy. The two lines intersect at about pick number 30 - in the earlier parts of the draft, pitchers drafted straight out of high school on average turn out better in the major leagues, while after pick #30 college players are better. This could lead to an interesting conclusion for teams analyzing who to pick in the draft: with higher picks, it is more rewarding to draft a high school pitcher, and for picks after pick 30 it might be a safer bet to go with a pitcher from college.

Figure 9. Hitter Average WAR vs. Time in Minors

From Figure 9 we can deduce that high school draftee hitters have more upside than hitters drafted out of college; however, the gap between trend lines seems to decrease in size as minor league experience increases. It seems from this analysis that the hitters with the most potential are highly talented hitters drafted straight from high school who can contribute to their major league team almost immediately, and once the level of minor league experience approaches 6-7
seasons, then they more likely to not be productive if they ever reach the majors. Similar results can be deduced from the trend line for college draftees, however the y-intercept is not as high - so on average the college age player who can immediately make a major league club is not as valuable in terms of average WAR than a high school draftee.

Figure 10. Hitter Average WAR vs. Draft Position

When correlating hitters average WAR to first round draft position in Figure 10, we again see a trend of decreasing as we get further into the draft. However, the slopes of the trend lines when compared to those of Figure 8 (same analysis but for pitchers) are more horizontal. Nevertheless, the high school draftee trend line stays above the college draftee line for the duration of the graph, indicating increase productivity (average WAR) for hitters drafted out of high school.

Figure 11. Pitchers Debut Month (%)

This pie chart is an aggregate of both high school and college draftees - we wanted to add some extra analyses to our project and decided to look into debut dates and birth dates for all players we had the data for. Here, it looks like all months are fairly equally represented, and it makes sense with our interpretation: pitchers usually are called up from the minor leagues during all months of the MLB season due to injuries to other starting pitchers, bullpen issues, or just the need for a fresh arm. Therefore, it is pretty easy to understand why a pie chart of aggregated pitcher debut months would be fairly evenly distributed across months.
sense with our intuition because hitters take more time to develop in the minor leagues and are either granted a promotion to the major leagues either at the very start of the season after spring training, or in September when the roster size expands and teams not in contention want to test out players for the next season.

**Conclusion**

The summary of our results is as follows:

- On average, players drafted in the first round perform better when drafted out of high school (both pitcher and hitter).
- Hitters picked lower in the draft improve their performance more if they are drafted out of college rather than high school.
- Pitchers performance considering debut age and experience seems to be the same for high school and college players.
- Players perform better over their career when debuted early and players who have spent too much time in the minors lose potential.
- For pitchers, debut age for HS draftees was the only variable in our multi regression analysis that was not significant (we tested average WAR vs. age at debut and years since debut). Our interpretation is that high school pitchers simply haven’t had as many years of experience playing organized baseball as college players, so there is more variability and no general trend on how well a high school pitcher is going to perform given their age at debut. This reinforces the notion of the “high risk, high reward” pitcher drafted straight out of high school. On the other hand, a great hitter in high school will perform well against most pitching but a great pitcher in
high school may have not faced the same quality of competition as a college pitcher, and therefore his draft value could be inflated.

For hitters, all variables were found to be statistically significant - both debut age and years since MLB debut were found to significantly impact player average WAR for both HS and 4-YR draftees, which confirms that high school hitters expected performance degrades more quickly with age before debut and college hitters improve more rapidly.

Further research will need to be done with more years of draft data and more rounds of the draft besides the 1st round in order to definitively filter out any outliers that exist in the top picks. To truly obtain data that a trend can be deduced from, it would have to be a trimmed sample of lower round picks. Lower round picks center more around the mean that the top picks do and would provide a better representation of how high school or college experience factors into the draft.

Because our data set was limited, we also had to eliminate several key aspects that we wanted to look into. Players drafted from 2-year colleges as opposed to high school or 4-year schools were eliminated from our data set, as well as players that had only been in the major leagues for less than a year.

Ultimately, we see this area of research as extremely valuable to the front office of any Major League Baseball team because baseball teams and their scouts are always looking for ways to quantify the best young talent possible and draft as best as they can while trying to predict future performance and maturity of young players. We hope that our analysis is the first step toward a broader trend of baseball statistics projects analyzing the importance of age and pre-draft baseball experience (HS or college) when it comes to seeking the best players for the annual June Amateur Draft.
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Appendix